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Music Changes Lives!

Welcome to the BYMT Annual Review 2018-2019
My time as Principal at BYMT is coming to an end and I wanted to use this as
an opportunity to reflect back on the progress of Bromley Youth Music Trust
(BYMT) over the past 6 years. In January 2014 I was handed the keys to a “ Rolls
Royce” of Music Services. A machine that was full of tradition and quality and I
was charged with making sure it was maintained and developed. My vision was
pretty simple really - BYMT's motto is “Music Changes Lives” and my challenge to the
staff was to “Change More Lives”. Inclusivity with excellence at the heart. This year,
we are once again teaching an increasing number of children and young people, with
a wider range of ensembles on offer. The numbers of students taking grades also
continues to rise. As my successor takes over, I am confident he will lead the team to
provide these fantastic opportunities to even more young people and also help grow
the number of Adult Musicians involved in Bromley Adult Music (BAM).
Looking back at the past 6 years, there are so many wonderful memories. The amazing shows, BYCB and BYCO
performing at the Royal Albert Hall, Bandfest at the Churchill Theatre, The Festival of Schools Music, International Tours,
the list goes on and on. Indeed the Summer term was typically busy, with not one but two outstanding shows from our
Musical Theatre Department. The Wizard of Oz and In the Heights were very impressive and we are looking forward
to “Oklahoma” in the Autumn Term. I was particularly encouraged by the number of children who took part in the
orchestras for these musically demanding shows as well as the superb singing, acting and dancing on stage.
We continue to develop our Jazz programme and it is great to see the progression of the BYMT Big Band with regular
gigs and Rock School at Bandfest V at the Churchill Theatre. BYMT choirs are growing in terms of numbers attending and
the quality of their music making, among many highlights their performances at the St. George’s Arts Festival. BYMT
continues to set the standard in Youth Orchestras and Symphonic Wind Bands and both Bromley Youth Concert Band
and Bromley Youth Chamber Orchestra took part in international tours over the summer. Please do look at our
website www.bymt.co.uk, particularly under events, to see what we offer and most importantly come and join us either
as a player, singer or member of the audience.
Our main focus for 2019-20 is to encourage as many musicians as possible to take part in ensembles. The variety and
quality of what we can offer is breathtaking and playing or singing with other people is when music really comes alive. If
your child does not currently take part in an ensemble, I would strongly encourage you to look at our website to see
what we offer and get in touch with BYMT to arrange a taster session.
I wanted to comment on the Young Musicians' Fund. Some 38 years ago, a 7 year old boy, from a somewhat humble
background, was given the opportunity to play the cornet for free; given lessons and an instrument and
most importantly access to a band. He ended up as Principal of BYMT. Funding for music, simply put, is not what it used
to be, and charities such as BYMT rely on the generosity of their alumni and friends and supporters to ensure that access
to the best is fully inclusive. I urge you all to support Bromley Youth Music Trust in any way you can: become a Patron,
spread the word and, perhaps most importantly, come along and enjoy the outstanding performances of the talented
young people of Bromley.
I would like to offer my thanks and gratitude to our dedicated Trustees, who freely give their time to support all of our
endeavours. Finally, a huge thank you to the amazing staff at BYMT; whether they are teaching staff, administrative
support or caretakers – all have a part to play in supporting this fabulous organisation and the fantastic tradition of
music making across Bromley and beyond. I wish all the best to Gerry Sterling, the incoming CEO of BYMT, as well as all
of you in the BYMT family.
BYMT is a bit like ‘Hotel California’ so I sign off with an Au Revoir but not Good Bye.

Ian Rowe
BYMT Principal

Music Changes Lives!

Our Impact
Amy Yule - Flute (Royal Northern Sinfonia)
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I joined the BYMT
aged eleven as I
moved into secondary
school. To start with
this meant playing in
the Training Band just
once a week on a
Saturday morning but
quickly I progressed
through all of the
Saturday bands and
orchestras
and
participated in several
different
chamber
music
groups.
Highlights for me
include the Schools
Proms performances
at the Royal Albert
Hall, winning the Norman Trotman competition and of
course all of the BYCB tours. Since leaving I have returned
to BYMT to perform two flute concertos with the
Symphony Orchestra as well as playing in local schools
with a small band to encourage children to try a musical
instrument.
During the seven years I attended BYMT I met some
incredibly inspiring people – staff and students alike – and
decided I would like to continue making music
professionally. I studied at the Royal Northern College of
Music and the Royal Academy of Music and am now
principal flute with the Royal Northern Sinfonia.
Alongside this I also have the opportunity to play as a
guest with other orchestras such as the Philharmonia, BBC
Philharmonic and the Hallé, perform concerts and
educational workshops with my wind quintet (Moriarty
Winds) and teach the flute around the Northeast including
at Durham University.
My experiences at BYMT were invaluable preparation for
my studies and career. Everything from the instrumental
lessons, annual auditions, range of repertoire and the
level of ensemble playing was carried out to the highest
standard. Even more importantly I am very grateful for
the personal development, communication skills,
discipline and friends I gained. The network BYMT
provides for both young people in the borough and
musicians in the profession is very special. I am still
amazed every time I play with a new orchestra anywhere
in the country and often discover another BYMT musician
in the band!

Toby Street, Trumpet (Royal Philharmonic Orchestra)

I joined the Bromley Youth Music Trust in 1998 where I
began playing in Junior Brass. I can remember the day
very clearly! Probably due to the fact that this would have
been my first opportunity to make music alongside
others.
I moved up through the fantastic wind bands and
orchestras at BYMT where I felt constantly challenged
and motivated to work hard and continue playing. The
teaching is of a very high standard and at the time
coached me through my preparation for music college
auditions. My teacher, Ray Allen, was a fantastic
influence and I felt so privileged to have learnt with
someone who has also taught some of the great trumpet
players in the profession. Bromley has always had a very
high standard of teaching across the board and helped
me in every aspect, from playing in a Brass quintet all the
way to improvising in a Jazz band. The overall highlight of
my time at BYMT has to be the annual concert band
tours. The memories of winning awards in the Kerkrade
wind band competition and performing in numerous
towns and cities around Europe will stick with me for a
long time.
In 2009 I went on the study at the Royal College of Music
achieving a 1st class honours Undergraduate Degree and
then a Masters Degree from the Royal Academy of Music.
During my time there and afterwards I went on to work
with many different orchestras around the country. I
started auditioning and ‘trialing' for various positions in
professional orchestras and in October 2018 I joined the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra as 4th trumpet. On top of
this I work in the commercial session world with
highlights including recording a new Star Wars score for a
theme park ride with the London Symphony Orchestra
and playing on various film sound tracks. I greatly
appreciate my time at Bromley and I take the lessons I
learnt into every aspect of my professional life.

Daniel Jarvis (training at D&B Performing Arts)
BYMT has presented me with so
many amazing opportunities
with the shows we’ve done and
given me such a wide range of
diverse characters to play. It will
always be the starting point of
my passion for musical theatre
and my career choices to
pursue this industry full time,
driving me to audition for
drama school. Since my time at
BYMT has ended I’ve had
auditions for west end productions, none of which I
would’ve been encouraged to do if BYMT wasn’t there to
start my journey. I am forever grateful to the faculty at
BYMT and all the friends I’ve made over the years who all
hold a special place in my heart. I thoroughly recommend
the Performing Arts Department at BYMT.

Lisa Archontidi-Tsaldaraki (Year 13 Student)
I joined BYMT when I was 11 at
a violin grade 6 standard. I
started off in the Concert
Orchestra and when Year 8
came, I progressed to the
Symphony
and
Chamber
Orchestras; I had seen the BYSO
and BYCO in concerts when I
was in year 7, and I remember
being captivated by the Barber
Violin Concerto performed by
Tom Bowes and BYSO under the
baton of Jonathan Josephs.
I am extremely grateful for the opportunities and
experiences that BYMT has given me including chamber
music and masterclasses. Last year, I got accepted into
the studio of renowned violinist Rodney Friend after
rigorous preparation and support by my wonderful violin
teacher, Emanuela Buta, who taught me here in BYMT.
Under her guidance I also successfully auditioned for
NYOGB, which I was a member of for two years.
This year, it has been a great experience to lead the BYCO
and BYSO orchestras and to perform Bach’s Double Violin
Concerto, which I’m also looking forward to performing
this summer on our tour to Germany. In September I will
be going on to study at the Royal Academy of Music with
Mr Rodney Friend.
These past six years have been some of the best years of
my life so far and what I’ll never forget are the wonderful
people I’ve met, the buzzing environment of BYMT on a
Friday evening, and the feeling of shared excitement
making music together.

Strings
Following our Inspire Concerts in schools in the Autumn
and Spring Terms, we were inundated with hoards of
prospective string players at our Try an Instrument day –
it was exciting to witness how much interest there is in
our borough!
In October, Bromley Youth Chamber Orchestra (BYCO)
performed in the Music For Youth Primary Prom Concerts
at the Royal Albert Hall, and participated in the National
Festival in Birmingham Town Hall in July.
BYMT’s Festival of Strings once again witnessed an epic
collaboration of Elementary Strings, Intermediate Strings,
Beckenham and Penge Strings, Saturday Strings and Teen
Pops Strings Ensemble all performing brilliantly together
at Langley. The Concert and Symphony Orchestra
performances later that evening were equally impressive.
In March, the Trout Ensemble took part in the Schubert
concert series at Trinity School, Croydon, whilst BYCO
also contributed with a performance at St Mark’s Church,
Bromley, in June. Camerata, together with several
chamber groups, achieved success at the Bromley,
Beckenham and Sevenoaks Three Arts festivals. The
summer’s BYCO tour saw the orchestra travelling to
Germany, playing concerts in Berlin and Leipzig –
including a performance of the Bach double Violin
Concerto just yards away from the great man’s grave!
Lisa Archontidi-Tsaldaraki, BYCO principal, was awarded
the Rotary Young Musician of the Year 2019 prize and has
gained a place at the Royal Academy of Music and Brook
Simpson achieved 144 (out of 150) in her grade 8 double
bass exam - an amazing achievement. We would like to
thank all our leavers for their contributions to the life of
BYMT and wish them a successful onward journey. Stay
in touch!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Lr8v_HFgLY

Woodwind
The woodwind department continue to inspire the next
generation of instrumentalists through the successful
Band on the Run programme in Primary Schools across
the Borough. Alongside this Whole Class woodwind
teaching has enabled over 200 young students to
experience the joy of instrumental music making for the
first time. We hope to expand this provision over the
coming year with the addition of other woodwind
instruments.
Woodwind playing featured prominently in the first of
the years BYSO concerts, in challenging repertoire by
Poulenc and Beethoven. The Poulenc Sinfonietta gave the
woodwind a chance to really shine. The many solos were
delivered with aplomb from the stellar woodwind
section. The final BYSO concert in June featured the
Saxophone section in a rousing performance of
Gershwin’s American in Paris and we were delighted to
welcome back BYMT alumni, Beth Pointer and Oscar
Smith to support the saxophone section.
Congratulations must go to Alfie Beston (saxophone) who
gave an outstanding performance to take top spot in the
Minting Cup final. Alfie continues to play with NYJO and
also leads the saxophone section in BYMT Big Band.
Congratulations should also be extended to Sean Kenny
(flute) and Emma Ludlow (saxophone) who gained
distinctions in their ARSM diplomas.
Patrick Kearney (bassoon) and Emily Barnett (flute) had
the exciting opportunity to take part in the three day
Inspire weekend with the NYO earlier in the year. Also on
a national level Rohan Selva-Radov has been playing
Principal Clarinet for the National Children’s Orchestra,
quite an achievement!
This year we say goodbye to 15 woodwind players from
BYCB. We wish them every success for the future and
look forward to welcoming them back in September to
join the Inspire Band and also hope they will join the
BYMT Alumni in January at Langley Park.
Finally, we are sorry to lose Mrs Cousin from the
Woodwind department, and wish her well with her new
ventures.

Percussion
Two extraordinary successes for the Percussion
Department this year include a Year 13 winning the
Trotman competition and Percussion Ensemble
performing at the Royal College of Music ‘Festival of
Percussion’ in May. In the Trotman competition Sachin
played with great control and musicality. The quintet
which played up in London were an absolute credit to
themselves and BYMT, giving a thoroughly polished
performance to a full house and receiving only positive
feedback from the panel.

Brass
This has been another busy year in the Brass
Department, kicking off with Golden Hops Brass
Ensemble performing once again at the Langley Park
Rotary Club Beer Festival in what we hope will become
an annual event in the calendar as both pupils and
parents particularly enjoy attending this gig!
We are busier than ever with Band on the Run projects
taking place in many of the borough’s schools, helping
create a host of new brass players and we look forward
to seeing many of these new musicians come through the
doors at BYMT in the near future.
We have been running a pBuzz pilot project this year with
Year 2 children at Hayes Primary School. The children and
teachers alike have all absolutely loved the weekly
classes and we are delighted to now be able to offer
these classes to all the schools in the borough.
https://pbone.co.uk/pbuzz-project-with-primaryschool-children-video/
2018/19 has been a very successful Year of the Horn
(more about this elsewhere) and we are very excited to
make 2019/20 the Year of the Trombone. We are already
planning a variety of Trombone related classes and offers
so watch this space.
Finally, a big thank you and well done must be extended
to all our brass leavers, many of whom have played in
BYMT groups for the last decade. We wish you all the
best of luck in your future endeavours and hope you will
stay in touch.

The two central Junior Bands (Y3 – Y6) continue to have
good numbers on Percussion, and while these numbers
are starting to come through into our Saturday Centres –
we are always looking for more players to come and try
out Orchestral Percussion and especially any pianists who
have achieved their Grade 2 or above. Djembe and Steel
Pan workshops continue to form part of the whole class
ensemble offer for schools and a notable highlight was an
African Singing and Drumming workshop day delivered in
partnership with the Vocal Department. Percussion
instrument donations are always welcome (Drum Kits
especially) as there are still some schools in the borough
whose provision could be improved.
Five leavers this year! Thanks so much to Sam Jolly,
Sachin Balaji, Chris Paddle, Dexter Greene and Jordan
Dunk, wishing you the very best of luck in all you do.
Percussion Ensemble perform at RCM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvhFZKgfsSg

Guitar & Rock School
The guitar department has enjoyed continued success
this year with consistent numbers of students learning a
range of styles across the schools within the borough.
Students are given the opportunity to take exams across
ABRSM, Trinity and LCM plus others and statistical
analysis shows that our students are achieving high
awards in exams from Classical Guitar to Rock & Pop
syllabi.
BYMT Rock School has moved to a new location in order
to accommodate the rise in the number of pupils wanting
to join this exciting project. The Rock School concerts are
incredibly popular with sell out performances at the
centre and the Churchill Theatre’s Bandfest event, where
we are now a regular feature.
Debut Rock School has increased to 90 minutes to
allowed Debut Rock School students to produce higher
quality material and focus on more technically
demanding songs to enable the students to make the
move into main rock school seamlessly.
The “Mind the Gap” school based Rock Band project that
was launched in September 2017 with initial funding
from the London Music Fund has continued in the 2
schools it was piloted in. These schools are now
encouraging pupils to join this project and are financing it
themselves via parents who are keen to get their budding
rock stars involved! The Mind the Gap project delivers
Rock Band ensembles every Friday afternoon at both
Hawes Down and Wickham Common Primary Schools
with over 20 students taking part in each.
We are proud to announce that the Adult Rock School
launched in September 2017, has now become it’s very
own 18-piece Rock Band organising their own gigs and
concerts with sell-out crowds attending. The whole group
have become close friends are delighted to have been
brought together by BYMT. A new group is possibly in
the making via links with BYMT so please keep an eye on
the website for more news in future.

Jazz
BYMT Jazz School was set up 2 years ago and Buster Birch
the lead tutor places particular emphasis on learning how
to improvise freely. The two groups ‘Bluenote’ and
‘Birdland’ have recently performed at BYMT and
Orpington Jazz Club as well as participating in a hugely
successful Masterclass. Under the guidance of ARQ Jazz
Quintet, winner of the prestigious Parliamentary Jazz
Award 2018, the young musicians displayed their skills as
masters of improvisation without fear.
Our newly-formed BYMT Big Band and Junior Jazz
performed successfully at a variety of events, including
the Christmas charity series at The Glades Bromley, the
inauguration of the War Memorial Museum in Biggin Hill
and the BYMT Summer Festival.

Keyboard
2018-2019 was another busy year for the Keyboard
department. We are delighted that over 800 pianists
have been involved in variety of events this year. Our
concert performances have included “Teddy Bear Picnics”
and an Easter “Egg-stravaganza” as well as our hugely
popular end-of-term Chamber music concerts for Little
and Young Piano Virtuosi and the Advanced Piano
Maestros.
We visited King’s Place, London, where we heard the
renowned pianist Angela Hewitt tutor the winner of the
BBC Young Musician of the Year and our two hugely
successful adult keyboard groups, PAB 1&2, gave their
debut performance in March, with infectious enthusiasm
that was a joy to see!
We are also presenting a Concert Series dedicated to
Schubert- 5 concerts across the borough in which
advanced pianists work and collaborate across BYMT
departments.
The 5th Summer International Piano & Composition
school 2019 will be generously supported this year by the
Ann Richardson Trust and we are expanding the offer to
include jazz tuition and classical piano individual lessons
alongside the regular master classes and daily concerts.
We are also grateful for the support of 1066 Pianos and
Phoenix Pianos. This event brings together internationally
renowned musicians with numerous of years of
experience in the fields of stage performance, recording
and teaching.

Performing Arts
This has been another fantastic year for BYMT
Performing Arts when we kicked off the year with our
hugely successful production of Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat, which was performed with a 30piece orchestra to a sold-out audience of hundreds. This
production was part of the 50th Anniversary Celebratory
performances of Joseph across the world and included a
workshop with one of the UK’s longest serving cast
members from the professional UK Tour.
Most recently the Senior and Junior Musical Theatre
students presented a production of the MGM Classic The
Wizard of Oz (featuring a real dog as Toto!) and was
followed by the Advanced Musical Theatre class and their
production of the multi-award winning Lin-Manuel
Miranda musical In the Heights which saw the BYMT
Performance Hall converted into a traverse theatrical
space for the first time in BYMT history.

Vocal
The Vocal Department has seen incredible growth
throughout 2018-19. The Greatest Showman started off
the year with our ‘Big Sing’ - a free singing event open to
a wide age range. We relaunched our Junior Singers,
inviting the best singers from across the borough to come
and audition. Over 70 signed up for auditions, and we
now have a fantastic choir of over 40 committed 8-11
year olds. Our other choirs have all grown in number too,
strengthening the offer to singers across the whole
borough.
In November 2018, Sam Griggs became the next winner
of the BYMT Classical Singer of the Year Competition, in a
fantastic evening judged by international baritone Trevor
Bowes. Sam was joined in May by Jonathan Brookes, the
winner of our first ever Young Singer of the Year
Competition.

Finally, we had our Summer Show which featured a
presentation of the BYMT Dance School routines and a
farewell musical variety performance for those students
who will be leaving us to go on to further their training at
Universities and Drama Schools across the country.
Finishing off the year we had our Summer School, now in
its fifth successful year and a West End trip to see the
new production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat at the London Palladium. We have just
finished auditions for Oklahoma which is going to be
presented this October and will be the musical theatre
department’s first ever Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical production.
A huge thank you and congratulations to everyone
involved. We’re already excited for our projects next
year.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvWjcJ3KJ70&t=24s

March saw another first - where the Boys and the Girls
competed against each other in a choral battle. It was a
very closely fought event - but the Girls narrowly won (by
smiling a little more!).

Back to our usual format
by June, all the Youth
Choirs took part in a
beautiful concert as part
of the St George’s Arts
Festival in Beckenham,
in their programme
‘Songs
of
Flight’,
covering music from
madrigals and Elgar to
Little Mix and Fame something that not all
choirs are able to do!

The Year of The Horn
In September 2018, BYMT introduced the “Year of the
Horn” with various plans to encourage and develop new
and existing horn students. On receiving a large and
generous grant from the London Music Fund, who
recognised the good work already being done in the
brass department, the scale of our plans became even
more ambitious and we have had quite an extraordinary
year.
17 new pupils have started learning the horn, either at
BYMT or in their schools. In the spring term, 25 pupils
took part in rehearsals and a concert with our massed
horn ensemble, with further sessions and a performance
at the BYMT Summer festival. 7 professional horn players
have visited and worked with our students (including
Angela Barnes from the London Symphony Orchestra and
Kathryn Saunders from the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra) and we have organised 2 “Horns on the Run”
projects bringing the French horn to 35 year 4 & 5 pupils.
Thanks to the LMF grant, we provided 16 brand new
“mini horns” for the second project, at Highfield Junior
School, which will be used throughout the borough in
coming years.
We will continue to work with our students to keep them
progressing through all stages of their education. At the
moment, our Training and Senior bands are well stocked
with horn players, and we hope to see them moving up
to our top bands in the near future, as we continue
to introduce new players into our horn playing family.
Keep an eye out for our “Horn Day” in the Autumn term the fun just never stops!

Study for Narcissophone
Ever since I first picked up a
trumpet at primary school under
the guidance of the great Andy
Currie, BYMT has been a very
special place for me—so I was
absolutely thrilled to be asked to
compose a new piece for BYCB
this year.
The route to becoming a professional musician is not
easy, but more than any other organisation I’ve
encountered along that journey, it was BYMT which
taught me how to be a professional musician, through my
five years playing horn in the BYCB (1995 to 2000). The
first performance I ever had of an orchestral-scale piece
was by BYCB, too—a rather brave leap of faith by its then
conductor and BYMT Principal, Peter Mawson—so it was
moving to return to Southborough Lane for rehearsals
and performance of a new piece for wind orchestra now
under the auspices of the equally marvellous Ian Rowe.
The piece, Study for Narcissophone, was part of a series
of compositions I am writing called Études transhumains
(‘transhuman studies’), which are something of a thought
experiment in which I imagine musical instruments of the
future, capable of being built and performed only by
humans significantly more advanced than ourselves.
Because the instruments and performers for which I am
composing will not exist for some time, I am transcribing
some the studies for performance by musicians of today.
For this piece, I imagined the ‘narcissophone’, an
instrument capable of modifying its own reverberation so
that its echo does not necessarily die away as normal but
can get louder, or alter pitch. This piece was conceived
very much as a ‘proper’ piece of contemporary classical
music, not in any way ‘dumbed down’ for teenagers, and
I was hugely impressed by the professionalism of the
performances which BYCB gave.
As a professional composer, I devote a lot of time and
energy to raising funds for my composing projects, so it
was a particular delight that a grant application that we
submitted to PRS for Music was successful and that the
commission was funded entirely by funds provided by the
David Bedford Music Education Award. I am very grateful
to the David Bedford Award for supporting this project,
to Ian Rowe and BYMT for commissioning the piece in the
first place, and to the members of BYCB for their
outstanding playing.
It was a huge pleasure to work with the BYCB on this
piece and I hope that, by working with a real live
composer, these young musicians will be reminded that it
is indeed possible to make a living from music. The future
will need performers, composers and conductors, and I
very much hope that some of them will be from BYMT!
James Olsen, Composer

Benefits of Singing

The Music Hub

What makes us want to sing?
It’s often something we all do without even being aware
of it - whether it’s humming along to the radio or belting
out a classic in the shower. You’ll find many a teenager
locked in their bedrooms with YouTube mimicking their
idols, or younger children loudly singing along to the
latest Disney blockbuster.

The Music Hub has now been operating from Room 10 at
BYMT for two years supplying musical instruments,
supplies and providing a local repair service to BYMT
parents and students. The Music Hub is a social
enterprise business that is run by one of our very own
alumni, David Hunt. His vision is to generate a profitable,
sustainable business model that actively helps make
more musicians by ensuring that music education, supply
of quality instruments and performance opportunities
are available to all young people regardless of their
financial situation. The Music Hub reinvests 100% of its
surplus in music education. Now in its third year, The
Music Hub has successfully reinvested profit for three
consecutive years, with BYMT's Young Musicians' Fund
being a major beneficiary. Since it began trading in
November 2016, The Music Hub has donated £2,500 to
the Young Musician's Fund as well as 25 instruments to
children/ schools in Bromley, and countless volunteer
hours and expertise. Whatever your instrument or
musical supplies needs, The Music Hub can help and
when you buy from The Music Hub, you directly benefit
BYMT. Contact musichubsales@gmail.com. You can read
The Music Hub’s second year social impact report
on www.musichubsales.org.uk.

But there’s more to singing than meets the eye - it has
many positive side effects. Sing can benefit everyone physically, emotionally and socially - and this is
particularly true for children.
When I teach a class full of children (or a choir) to sing
they rarely leave looking miserable. Much as I’d like to
think this is due to my electric personality and love for
life, I know that really it’s down to the singing. It has
made the endorphins start to flow, increasing the brain
activity and making everyone feel good.
Depression and anxiety are, sadly, two words that have
been all too often linked with children. But a recent
Government paper on the importance of arts to our
wellbeing (2017) shows new evidence that the arts really
can keep people well, reduce stress and anxiety, increase
positive feelings and improve lives.
Being part of a choir can give children a feeling of
belonging, and help them to make friends. They learn the
importance of listening and improve their speaking,
communication skills and vocabulary. It is good to know
that it also takes their mind off the day’s troubles and
improves mental alertness. Finding a safe and encourage
space to sing (like a local choir) can give children the
opportunity to feel energised and enhance their mood.
Physically, it can improve children’s posture and also
their breathing by increasing their aerobic capacity.
Emotionally, it can increase self-confidence, evoke
positive emotions and give them something to look
forward to. Socially, it can help them to make new
friends and provide them with a sense of community.
Of course, this is not limited to children. Many recent
articles call for singing and the arts in general to be
prescribed as an alternative to medicine. One GP said
‘People see me less if they start singing’.
Singing can be a power of good and at the Bromley Youth
Music Trust we’re working hard to make sure that this
can benefit everyone whatever their age - from 5 to 105,
there’s a choir for you!
Stephanie Seeney, Head of Vocal BYMT

BYMT Summer Festival
This year we combined two Garden Party’s and created
one Summer Festival! The festival organisation was led
by our Arts Administrator together with a team of
students from BYCB & BYCO - together they put together
a fantastic day filled with superb live performances, stalls
& refreshments, whilst raising money for the BYMT
Young Musicians Fund.
This annual event welcomed over 600 families to
celebrate 25 years of BYMT, sharing the variety of talent
of those at BYMT but also encouraging local businesses
to come together showing what the community has to
offer, BYMT is proud to be a part of a fantastic
community and part of our aim is to encourage and
sustain a positive impact within this community. Thank
you to all those that have participated & volunteered in
the Summer Festival 2019 , we look forward to
welcoming you all back next year!

Music in Schools
The Curriculum Department is responsible for providing
Curriculum Music and First Access Whole Class Ensemble
Teaching (WCET) in 38 Primary Schools across Bromley.
This ranges from a BYMT teacher providing all the
curriculum music for a school to initial lessons for Year 3
children on instruments as diverse as Djembe, Keyboard,
Recorder, Steel Pans and Ukulele. Further specialist
teaching is then provided through Band on the Run,
Strings Attached and other bespoke projects led by the
Brass, String and Woodwind Departments.
The Curriculum Department is committed to providing
quality CPD for all the schools in Bromley, either
delivered in house or by leaders in the field. This year so
far the sessions have been on Composition using the
fabulous BBC Ten Pieces and Classical 100 resources, Jazz
Improvisation with Buster Birch, and CPD by Future DJ’s
which resulted in demonstration DJing sessions being
held at several Bromley Secondary Schools.
The Annual Infant Song Festival is a highlight of the
Curriculum Department calendar. This year over 200
children came to BYMT to sing songs specially composed
for the occasion by Kirstie Byrne and Jessica Rabin,
inspired by the book Slinky Malinki by Lynley Dodds. The
book has a cat theme, giving rise to all manner of
dressing up by the children! The Curriculum Department
has supported two Academy chains, The Langley Park
MAT and The Spring Partnership, in hosting their own
Infant Song Festivals using the material developed by
BYMT for previous Infant Song Festivals.
A new venture supported by BYMT’s Curriculum
Department this year has been a pilot project led by the
Handbell Society of Great Britain. After a practical CPD
for BYMT and Bromley teachers, several Bromley schools
have been trialing Handbells as part of their curriculum
or extra curricular music.
“Thank you for yet another wonderful Infant Song
Festival. The children absolutely loved it and many of
them have spoken very eloquently to their
classmates about their experiences of singing with so
many other children and hearing lots of different
instruments. It was inspiring to be there.”
Pickhurst Infant

Inclusion
Programmes
A major focus this year has been BYMT’s SEND, Youth
Music funded, “One Voice” Project. A team of musicians
lead by Jane Wheeler from Living Song has visited every
Special Provision in Bromley and co-written songs with all
their KS1 and KS2 classes. This has resulted in an amazing
resource bank of 26 songs suitable for children with
Special Needs. The songs range in topic from songs about
Being Brave or Myself to songs inspired by books such as
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt or The Day the Crayons Quit.
These songs are being recorded by choirs from a
selection of Bromley schools, to be available with backing
tracks, sheet music and Makaton signs on our website for
any Special Provision to access freely. Eight of the Special
Provisions were able to come to BYMT for a special event
celebrating the culmination of the project. At this
Celebration the children performed their songs with a
live band and were treated to a performance of a variety
of songs by Young Artists from Living Song.
BYMT’s One Choir is now in it’s fourth year. It meets on
Monday afternoons and is open to children with SEND
from all over the Borough. The emphasis is on fun and
taking part. Everyone can contribute by singing, signing,
clapping, supporting each other and by listening. A
variety of songs from Mama Mia to Cyndi Lauper via
World Music and Beyonce have been learnt over the year
and performed to parents and friends.

“We just wanted to write and say how much the children
enjoyed the infant song festival. We thought the event
was really well run, the songs were brilliant and the
children enjoyed so much singing with the other
schools. We also particularly loved the donkey song!”

Bromley Adult Music
Bromley Adult Music continues to go from strength to
strength with attendance growing from 150 adults to 278
adults who regularly participate in weekly music
activities. Sing! Bromley now has two weekly classes and
joined together with XBY Concert Band and Langley
Community Choir for two sell-out concerts at Langley
Park Centre for Performing Arts and also as part of the St.
George’s Arts Festival. Piano Adult Beginners has also
increased to two weekly classes and recently took part in
their first concert with our Little Piano Virtuosi.
Participants from ’Thank Rock It’s Thursday’, the Adult
Rock School Band have played gigs in local pubs and
venues and have now gone on to form their own rock
band - a huge success for them and we look to welcome
the new intake of budding rock stars in September.
The BYMT Adult Choir continue to perform outstanding
choral works, including Brahms’ Requiem and St.
Matthew Passion for audiences including the Mayors of
Bromley and Neuwied (Germany).
They will be
performing Mozart Requiem, later this year, with the
National Symphony Orchestra.
Other groups include Bromley Adult Musicians’
Orchestra, Beginner and Intermediate Ukulele, Adult
Piano Maestros, and our award-winning XBY Concert
Band.
Full details of all the adult music classes can be found at
www.bymt.co.uk/bam. Why not see what is on offer and
try the first class for free. We look forward to welcoming
you!
“It’s inspirational, the teacher is so encouraging, music
really takes away the stresses and strains of everyday life.
Each week as we warm up to starting singing, we leave
life behind”

Jack Petchey Award
The Jack Petchey Foundation was set up by Sir Jack
Petchey CBE to inspire and motivate young people across
London and Essex to do their best and reach their full
potential.
Sir Jack is an incredible inspiration, at 93, not only does
he go to the office every day, but he does so with
positivity and determination to work hard.
He was born into a working class family in the East End in
1925, left school at 13 and then joined the Navy in 1943.
After leaving the Navy, he began working as a clerk for a
solicitor’s firm. He applied for management training but
was told he would never make a businessman.
Instead of giving up, Sir Jack used the £39 he was given
from the Navy to buy a second hand car and started a
taxi business. Through hard work, he proved them wrong
and built a multi-million-pound empire.
The Jack Petchey Foundation has given BYMT
membership of the Gold award Scheme, allowing 9 young
people to be recognised each year.
We know there are many young people who deserve
recognition. These awards are for those young people
who have gone above and beyond what might be
expected of them. Young people achieve in lots of ways,
including by overcoming personal challenges and
adversity, achieving musical success as well as by
volunteering and making a difference within their
community.
The Achievement Award Scheme is a scheme for young
people and is intended to be run by young people. At the
very heart of the Achievement Award is the fact that by
making the nominations and selections themselves,
young people recognise the hard work and efforts of
their peers.
Congratulations to our Award winners this year who each
have £250 to spend on their department:
Alex Salama – Little Piano Virtuosi
Zara Tandy – Wind Quintet / BYCB / BYSO
Joshua Williams- Ward – Musical Theatre
Finley Hancock – Rock School
Lisa Archontidi-Tsaldaraki – BYCO
Emma Sandford – Horn Ensemble
Sam Jolly – Percussion
Isabella Zufolo – Jazz School

Music Changes Lives!
£5 per month or £60 per year
pays for one day’s holiday
course

£10 a month or £120 a year
will pay for membership of
one of our weekday groups &
instrument hire for a term

Support BYMT
BROMLEY YOUTH MUSIC TRUST (Charity No. 1031590) IS
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS AS AN INDEPENDENT TRUST and
needs your help to continue the work it does with Children and
Young People, as well as Adults. Formerly funded by the local
authority, Bromley Youth Music Trust now has to apply for
funding from grants. In addition, our Young Musicians’ Fund
(YMF) enables children to participate in all BYMT activities,
either at a subsidised rate, or free of charge if they meet the
eligibility criteria. We typically have 200 + children benefitting
from this scheme each year.

LET’S TURN SILVER INTO GOLD AND MAKE SURE
BYMT CONTINUES FOR ANOTHER 25 YEARS AS
AN EXCEPTIONAL MUSIC SERVICE

patron
£20 a month or £240 a year
will pay for a year’s
membership of a weekday
group or a holiday course

£50 a month or £600 a year
will pay a whole year’s tuition
fees or a year’s membership
of a Saturday Morning centre
plus a weekday ensemble

Set up a standing order to pay the amount of your choice by 12
monthly payments or annually and you will show your
commitment to cementing the future of BYMT and its service
to the young people of Bromley and beyond – or -

supporter

By making a one-off donation or by regular payments via the
‘donate/shop’ section on the BYMT website will add to the
funds awarded to those in need. You can also donate via Payroll
Giving if your Employer supports this – or -

alumni

An annual membership fee of just £10 will go towards helping
more young people benefit from our music service like you
have and enables BYMT to keep in touch with you by email.

friend
You want to support BYMT in other ways by volunteering your
time and/or skills – please email us: network@bymt.co.uk

If you are a UK Tax payer the
government will add 25% to
your donation in gift aid.

benefactor
A Lifetime Gift (or Legacy Gift) will make a lasting difference to
many young musicians and performers. Generally, gifts to
charity are 100% Inheritance Tax free and are taken out of your
estate before any tax is calculated. If you are considering
leaving a gift to the BYMT in your will please contact CWJ who
are offering all BYMT supporters a free 30 minute consultation.
Full details are on our website.
Your gift, no matter its size, WILL make a difference.

1994 - 2019

Donations are allocated where funds are needed most. But
please let us know if you would like your donation to be
allocated to a specific area.

Thank you to all our supporters
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